
INDUSTRIAL EXCELLENCE
DRIVEN BY INNOVATIONS



IQDEMY INTERNATIONAL HOLDING:

Develops up-to-date solutions for industrial digital printing.

Designs and manufactures equipment for digital printing market – printers,  
industrial printing lines/systems, embeddable modules for printing.

Designs and manufactures software and control electronics for printing  
machines, also produces environmentally friendly UV LED ink curing systems.

Creates and produces various types of chemical products, such as inks,  
varnishes, primers, protective coatings etc.

IQDEMY is a combination of 18 years working experience in the field of digital  
printing with a talented team of engineers, chemists and marketing specialists.

OUR ADVANTAGES:

     Innovative chemical laboratory;

     Two up-to-date industrial estates;

     Experienced team of 80 outstanding developers;

     More than 5,000 printing systems were installed throughout the world.

«Our mission is to help our partners reach success  
in business. And through this success fulfill their  
dreams!»

Vladislav Mirchev, Recorded in the Emirates Airlines  
plane in the skies over Iraq.
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Type:   Holding company  
Founded:  2012
Headquarters:  Sierre, 4 Techno-Pole, Switzerland
Industry:  Large format printing equipment, electronics, thermal power systems 
Employees:  150
Website:  www.iqdemy.ch

IQDEMY HISTORY
IQDEMY SA is an international holding with local business units in Europe, Russia, China  
and the USA. The headquarters is located in Sierre, the Techno-Pole – Switzerland.

Since 1998 Holding has been targeting franchise market, digital printing market; has  
been producing control electronics and software for large format printing equipment and  
thermal power engineering. You can get more information about IQDEMY equipment and  
technologies at more than 100 worldwide exhibitions in a year.

At the moment, IQDEMY Company is numbering more than 150 of top-ranked design  
engineers, technical specialists, project managers, who are engaged in the science-based  
R&D.

IQDEMY holding company has two R&D departments in Switzerland and Russia, Sales  
departments and Service centers in New York, Paris, Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Dubai, Sochi,  
and partners in 23 countries!

Company’s developers are closely working with the largest business incubators and  
computation centers of Akademgorodok in Novosibirsk, Russia. IQDEMY developments  
in the field of thermal engineering and chemistry are deeply integrated into the SB RAS,  
where the most advanced technologies in the field of efficient combustion of solid fuels  
are developed.

IQDEMY holding company also includes the DPS Innovations Company. DPS is a  
manufacturer of control electronics and software for digital printing, as well as automation  
and control systems for small CHP.

AT PRESENT, IQDEMY CARRIES OUT THE FOLLOWING PROJECTS:

Production of the large-format printers and consumables  
using its own innovative technologies in printing control on  
leased areas in Switzerland, Germany, France, Italy, Mexico,  
China, South Korea. Soft & process control boards for  
printing machines production, chemical products developing,  
including special compositions, such as sapphire coating, inks  
with quantum dots and so on.

Development of the franchise network of SUN Studio 
artcenters for UV-printing, offering entrepreneurs and 
investors worldwide a joint investment in franchising. By  
May 2016 there are 140 SUN Studio UV-printing centers in 25  
countries.

Design and installation of small thermal power plants in Asia  
and Europe. IQDEMY in collaboration with leading thermal   
power institutes of Novosibirsk, has developed a highly  
efficient technology for thermal power plants, using IQDEMY  
electronics. Currently, large-scale projects are in the process  
of execution in the Republic of the Philippines, Russia and  
Pakistan.

ACHIEVEMENTS

• The largest franchise network of UV printing;
• Sold more than 5,000 units of equipment;
• Producing the best electronics for Ricoh GEN5;
• Using the technology of magnetic levitation;
• Developing print technology with quantum dots;
• The highest efficiency and innovative TPP;
• 140 art-centers.
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YEARS 1998-2000. COMPANY’S FORMATION PERIOD

Printing equipment manufacturing company was founded by Vladislav  
Mirchev in 1998. Under the brand of «SUN» the company started dealing  
with advertising materials and in 2000 entered into the partnership with the  
largest consumables manufacturer from China.

YEARS 2001-2002. ENTERING THE MARKET OF LARGE FORMAT PRINTING

In 2001, Vladislav Mirchev started to deal with the large-format printing  
equipment and came into the market as a representative of the brand Infiniti 
-  in  15  years  of  this  business  development,  IQDEMY  team  has  achieved 
stunning success offering the best equipment for UV-printing up to now.

Printing market progress leads to the need of service and product quality  
developing. Therefore, in 2001, the company organizes an international  
service center for the milling equipment and digital printers’ maintenance.  
More than 50 service technicians serving customers in different countries at  
the moment.

YEARS 2003-2006. NEW PROSPECTS

The first long-term company’s strategy formation. The company team makes  
plans for further business development at the international market.

In 2003, the company decided to set up a department of industrial engineering  
and development, and one year later the team of top-engineers began to  
develop a method for curing ink using UV LEDs.

In April 2006, on SIBREKLAMA exhibition, the company presented the first  
working prototype of UV LED curing printer in the world, with special UV LED  
inks.

IQDEMY team, while working under the brand of SUN Innovations, began  
cooperation with the leading Novosibirsk chemists. After a year, the first  
batch of ink under the brand of «SUNflower» went on sale.

YEARS 2007-2009. STABLE DEVELOPMENT

In 2007, on FESPA 2007 exhibition in Berlin, the company presented two  
industrial printers with UV LED curing system and its own UV LED ink.

Since 2007, the company has been participating at specialized exhibitions 
the  world over. During three years, we’ve visited the largest international 
exhibitions  in the UAE, Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Mexico, Paris, and the 
USA.

UV-LED ink curing method has been patented in Russia, Europe, Japan and  
China.

In 2007, the first 100 printers of our own production were sold out.

To make full range of printing services, the company opened the first SUN  
Studio art center – the beginning of future franchise network in 2009.

YEARS 2010-2011. BRAND NEW PROSPECTS

In 2010, the company continued to diversify its business in the framework of  
the strategy development and started cooperation with leading institutions  
of thermal physics and thermodynamics SB RAS in the development of new  
technologies for the energy industry.

IQDEMY’s products were on sale in 70 countries all over the world in 2011.

R & D center in Russia was reorganized into DPS Innovations subsidiary  
company, that would create the speediest electronics in the world for Ricoh,  
Konica-Minolta, DIMATIX (FUJI-FILM), XAAR and other print heads. Through  
the using of DPS electronics, the printing speed doubles even with the same  
number of print heads.
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YEARS 2012-2016

Company’s rebranding. A new brand of IQDEMY came to the market in 2012.

IQDEMY presented IQ Maglev. IQ Maglev was the first large-format printer,  
which uses magnetic levitation technology.

DPS Innovations released a new iteration of the electronics for the Ricoh  
GEN4 and GEN5 print heads, offering new technologies of stable printing in a  
photographic quality.

DPS Innovations began to develop a system of automation and control  
electronics for MINI CHP in 2012.

In 2013, the company headquarters moved to Switzerland.

To optimize business processes IQDEMY launched the OEM manufacturing of  
equipment on the leased factories in different countries (South Korea, China,  
Brazil, Switzerland, Germany, India, France, Russia).

The additional development center is opened in Switzerland (Sierre).

Together with R&D partners from the Siberian Academy of Sciences, the  
company started the production of innovative, environmentally friendly  
and highly efficient MINI CHP with power of 3 to 50 MW on the purified and  
enriched coal fuel.

YEAR 2016 – PRESENT

This is the most productive period of IQDEMY Holding development:

Manufacturing site started in Novosibirsk in 2016. European-quality printers  
are made at the place of production in Siberia, which has an experience in  
engineering design in the aerospace and defense industry for over 40 years.  
Reliability is outstanding feature of Siberian printers.

IQDEMY Chemicals Laboratory was opened in early 2016.

The IQDEMY chemical laboratory primary objectives are:

• Technical processes control and optimization;
• Materials incoming control;
• Final production control;
• Jet-printing upcoming trends monitoring;
• Working on UV-curable inks formulae such as neon inks,  thermochromic 

inks, electrochromic inks, photoelectric ink based on  nanocellulose/CdS 
quantum dots;

• Development of transparent acrylic finish for covering protection;
• Development of edible inks for food printing;
• Bioprinting technology researching: bioprinter development in  

collaboration with DPS engineers;
• Specialized biogels development with human cells conglomerates;
• Analysis of Ink production for direct textiles printing;
• Inks for anodized aluminum development, conductive inks based on  

nano-dispersed particles of silver and copper development.

The key area of IQDEMY laboratory activity is R&D project development. The  
IQDEMY Сhemicals laboratory work closely with N.N. Vorozhtsov Novosibirsk  
Institute of Organic Chemistry Of Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of  
Sciences. Infrared spectroscopy and magnetic resonance spectroscopy joint  
researches are expected in the very near future.
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AT THE EDGE OF PRINTING INDUSTRY
We have been working in the printing industry since 1998.

We not only know the industry from inside, but also create printing trends.
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DIGITAL INKJET PRINTING
More than 80 designers, engineers and technologists  

have been working in the digital printing industry 
for 18 years. The inkjet printing technology  

is a key of IQDEMY equipment success, 
printing any complexity images on  

any materials. Our equipment 
can be used as an  

independent tool or can 
be embedded in a  

large complex of 
production  

line.
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 UV-LED CURING SYSTEM
Our development team was the first in the world to introduce commercially efficient  
UV LED ink curing technology in 2006. Since that time we have been supplying UV  
LED curing units to wide-format printer manufacturers around the world.

We can develop UV LED units which are capable of curing with high UV light  optical 
power at long distance (40 mm and more), with extra long service life  (60,000+ 
hours) ensured by quality UV LEDs and innovative control system.  All of our 
UV LED units are provided with professional cooling system, which  gives the 
highest performance and long life of a UV LED.
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• UV-LED IQDEMY inks
• Sublimation IQDEMY inks

• Solvent & Eco-solvent IQDEMY inks
• Water based inks

• IQDEMY primers for glass and PVС
• Industrial strength varnishes

• Protective polymeric coatings
• Metallic inks

• Luminescent inks

INKS FOR INKJET INDUSTRY

10 years already a separate production department of  
the IQDEMY Holding has launched several kinds of inks  
for various types of printing, which are suitable for the  
widest range of materials.

We gain efficiency in compositions improving, new 
coatings and varnishes developing. All researches are  
based on IQDEMY science and research laboratory  
of inorganic chemistry. Also we work with private  
customers, special for them we develop new inks  
formulas, varnishes or other coatings.
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QUANTUM DOTS – TO SECURE YOUR PRODUCT

Quantum dots inks will protect your product against falsification of: unique and luxury goods,  
securities, banknotes, plastic cards can be marked with quantum dots ink. Quantum dots inks are  
UV-curable, that allows its applying to almost any surface, such as glass, plastic, stone, metal, film.

Quantum dots inks marking is not visible in general conditions. It won’t lose its brightness and  
saturation, due to the quantum dots stability, and can be eliminated only with the product.
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ANODIZED ALUMINIUM INDUSTRIAL PRINTING

IQDEMY engineers invented a production line that allows you to create durable, full-color images on  
anodized aluminum. The main feature of aluminum is extreme resistance to mechanical damage  
due to an anodic layer on a surface of material. To make an image on aluminum, we place this 

image inside - between aluminum and anodic layer. We also use specially designed inks.

Anodized aluminum can be used in various industries as a decorative element  
(car interiors decoration, cellular phones production), and for marking and 

navigational purposes (aircraft, cars dashboards, road signs, sign  
boards).
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SILVER BASED CONDUTIVE INK

In 2010 IQDEMY introduced inks that contain silver and are based on UV-  
varnish. The importance of this project was motivated by the market  
demand for electronic circuits prototyping equipment.

Inks composition undergone special tests, so this  
technology can be adapted to clients’ needs.
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3D BIOPRINTING

Since 2016 the IQDMEY Holding has been starting bioprinting researches  
developments for burn centers, for institutes that specialize in skin diseases.

IQDEMY designs special equipment, which can create cellular matrix quickly to  
recover damaged skin areas. Moreover, IQDEMY is working now at 3D bone  
tissue printing technology developing for prostheses creation.
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INDUSTRIAL PRINTING EQUIPMENT
Since 2004 we have been producing reliable printing equipment for various production lines.

More than 5000 printers have been installed already.
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HIGH PRECISE PRINTING
IQDEMY designed the IQJET equipment line for goods production that require the highest accuracy  
in printing. The IQJET line can be adapted to production process of any enterprise.

The IQJET line peculiarity is one piece stone body construction with magnetic high-precision motors.  
Industrial speeds are achieved through the set of fast print heads. Print heads are installed on a  
solid rigid carriage, print heads operate at the highest frequencies due to electronics developed  
by IQDEMY.

Can be used to print on:
• Electronics and household                          

 appliances dashboards;

• Smartphone cases and covers;

• Cars, aircraft dashboards;

• Souvenirs and decor.

IQJET is compatible with any kind of inks and any kind of flat rigid materials.
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MULTI-PASS PRINTING
IQDEMY developed special solution for interior, exterior design and advertising markets: there are  
some large format and small plate multi pass printer models. The difference is not only in price and  
productivity, but also in special modifications of models, that is designed specifically for industrial  
customers. These modifications are necessary to increase productivity and operational comfort  
specially for the various industry.

IQDEMY printer models are compatible with different types of printing: UV-curable inks, solvent  
inks and water based inks. All printers are equipped with IQDEMY control electronics and  
software.

EVOLUTION

Compact hybrid printer, that can  
print on rigid materials as well as  

reel-fed materials.

MAGLEV

Industrial multi-pass UV flatbed  
printer, that uses powerful linear  

magnetic motors and productive  
print heads.

IBIS

Small plate souvenir printer for  
printing on plastic, glass, wooden  

or other accessories.
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SINGLE-PASS PRINTING
IQDEMY offers systems for fast label printing and for other types of marking. Printers are equipped  
with conveyor feed and can print any image in one pass operation. The equipment is individual and  
depend up printing width, productivity, material type and post-print processing.

Single-pass printing systems can be designed both for the packaging market and for specific  
aims, such as printing on plastic, printing on aluminum phone cases, souvenirs printing, books  
or magazines printing.

IQDEMY single-pass printing advantages are: the highest printing accuracy and  
quality of image, high speed of development and stable system fault 

tolerance. Easy-to-understand control system allows to make  
full control of printing system operation by operator 

and owner.
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INKJET CONTROL SYSTEM
IQDEMY owns more than 55% of DPS company assets. DPS Innovations company designs and produces soft & control electronics  

for printing machines, ecofriendly UV LED curing units also.

DPS control electronics is a complex system that includes plenty electronic boards and an integrated software. The universal  
architecture is based on the CAN communication bus and the TCP / IP data transfer protocol. This allows to adapt the system to  
any printer: it is also suitable for any motors, pumps, print heads, materials-handling system. We can control any part of printing  

machine. Even in thousands of kilometers away.

Since 2012 more than 30 key printer manufacturers have been using IQDEMY electronics under the DPS Innovations brand to  
provide their equipment with better productivity and higher reliability.

Now DPS Innovations makes the top 5 largest control electronics manufacturers for the digital printing market in the world.
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MOVING SYSTEM CONTROL SOLUTION
The outstanding feature of IQDEMY printing equipment is a combination of various  
materials-handling systems and printing system travel. Motors and printing system  
must work in unison and with exact accuracy.

IQDEMY electronics can control any motors, conveyor systems, tension shafts and  
feeder tables. IQDEMY electronics can also integrate this systems with ink supply  
systems by that the machine can print with high quality at maximum speed.
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INK SUPPLY SYSTEM &  
PRINTING CONTROL SOLUTION
The most important part of printer is ink supply system. It is the collaboration of  
ink supply system with other systems of printing machine that provides picture  
sharpness and the highest printing quality.

At the same time the control system must work with print heads from  different 
producers to approve their maximum efficiency. Therefore, the  IQDEMY 
engineering staff can develop a print head control board for any  manufacturer 
during 3-6 months.
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SOFTWARE
IQDEMY works with any printer manufacturers, that is why the software, coming with  
control electronics, is upgraded by programmers regularly. It allows to stay current  
with the global changes in printing industry and to provide up-to-date solutions for  
newest print heads.

It is important for our partners, that IQDEMY is the only company in the world,  
which offers an equipment with «leasing board». It can help to control the client  
printing machine when it is necessary.
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IQDEMY is a unique company: more than one hundred experienced people are  
working here. They are a single team, that wishes to gain the common goal.

Working with us, you get not only a partner, but also friends.

«If there is any one secret of success, it lies in the ability to get the other person’s point of view  
and see things from that person’s angle as well as from your own» 

Henry Ford,  An American industrialist, the founder of the Ford Motor Company.
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Tel.: +41 79 198 2082
swiss@iqdemy.pro

3960, Techno-Pole 4, Sierre, Switzerland


